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oneMetrix provides built-in control of your 
gift cards, house accounts, loyalty, employee 
scheduling, and online ordering and can grow 
from a single store to an entire enterprise - all 
leveraging the same POS and the same solution.

oneConnect
onePOS’ mobile dashboard app for real-time sales and reporting. 
Owners and managers may view and track real-time sales data for 
their locations by scrolling through a wide variety of sales, item, 
and labor reports available for each location. Data automatically 
updates in real-time and can be accessed anywhere with an internet 
connection and the oneConnect app.

Gift Cards/House Accounts
onePOS offers built-in gift card and house account solutions that can 
be easily set up using the oneMetrix cloud and accessed through the 
POS system. All transactions, including balance queries, activating 
new gift cards, redeeming value, and batching is accomplished at 
either the POS or the cloud. Works great for both single stores or 
hundreds of locations. 

oneSchedule
Simple, efficient ways to create, maintain, and distribute your 
employee schedules. Build schedules in your browser with a 
familiar spreadsheet like grid or visually using drag and drop. These 
schedules then can be enforced at the POS to prevent early clock-ins 
or buddy punches. Using the oneSchedule app, employees can view 
their real-time schedule, request days off, and post shifts for another 
employee to pickup (with manager approval).

oneMetrix is onePOS’s Hybrid Cloud solution, providing operators 
both large and small access to their entire system from anywhere 
in the world. Data is synced automatically between your stores and 
the cloud, providing all the features you expect out of a modern 
POS system without the performance or reliability penalties of a 
full cloud solution.

oneMetrix
Hybrid Cloud POS

It Just Works!
The POS System that 

gets the job done



Reporting 
The oneMetrix cloud allows managers, owners, and home office 
staff to generate various reports available at the POS, as well as 
other reports for gift cards, house accounts, loyalty, and online 
ordering. Reports can be run on demand, with various settings 
and filters to obtain the exact information desired. Reports can 
be viewed on screen, or saved as pdf or csv.

Database Management
The onePOS Hybrid Cloud provides the ability to manage 
restaurant data both on-site using Management Console on an 
office PC or laptop, and off-site with the oneMetrix cloud and 
a standard Internet browser. With secure, automatic syncing 
of data from on-site to the cloud and from the cloud to on-site, 
onePOS data management provides a consistent, stable and 
reliable solution to meet your needs.

viGuest (Loyalty)
viGuest, the onePOS loyalty program, provides the capability 
to reward loyal customers based on their behavior. viGuest is a 
point-based rewards program that allows you to customize how 
loyalty points are earned and redeemed. The setup provided 
is extremely configurable. In its entirety, the onePOS loyalty 
solution offers various ways to configure, track usage, and 
monitor loyalty metrics; and the solution is customized to fit what 
is best for you and your location.
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